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Whether Venus was ever habitable is a key question driving missions to Earth’s sister
planet in the next decade. Venus today has a dry, O2-poor atmosphere, but recent
work has proposed that early Venus may have had liquid water [J. Krissansen-Totton,
J. J. Fortney, F. Nimmo, Planet. Sci. J. 2, 216 (2021)] and reflective clouds that could
have sustained habitable conditions until 0.7 Ga [J. Yang, G. Boué, D. C. Fabrycky,
D. S. Abbot, Astrophys. J. 787, L2 (2014), M. J. Way, A. D. Del Genio, J. Geophys.
Res.: Planets 125, e2019JE006276 (2020)]. Water present at the end of a habitable
era must since have been lost by photodissociation and H escape, causing buildup
of atmospheric oxygen [F. Tian, Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 432, 126–132 (2015)]. We
present a time-dependent model of Venus’s atmospheric composition starting from
the end of a hypothetical habitable era with surface liquid water. We find that O2 loss
to space, oxidation of reduced atmospheric species, oxidation of lava, and oxidation of
a surface magma layer formed in a runaway greenhouse climate can remove O2 from
up to 500 m global equivalent layer (GEL) (30% of an Earth ocean), unless melts
on Venus had a much lower oxygen fugacity than Mid Ocean Ridge melts on Earth,
which increases the upper limit twofold. Volcanism is required to supply oxidizable
fresh basalt and reduced gases to the atmosphere but also contributes 40Ar. Consistency
with Venus’s modern atmospheric composition occurs in less than 0.4% of runs, in
a narrow parameter range where the reducing power introduced by O2 loss processes
can balance O2 introduced by H escape. Our models favor hypothetical habitable eras
ending before 3 Ga and very reduced melt oxygen fugacities three log units below the
fayalite–magnetite–quartz buffer (fO2 < FMQ−3), among other constraints.

Venus | atmospheric evolution | water

Did Venus ever have liquid water? Answering this question is one of the core questions
driving the fleet of new missions to Venus selected by NASA and ESA, the terrestrial planet
most similar in size to the Earth in our solar system (1). Today, Venus has an average
surface temperature of 720 K, and a dry 93-bar, predominantly CO2 atmosphere. These
conditions preclude the stability of water and most hydrous minerals on its present-day
surface (2). Although some studies of Venus’s climate evolution suggest that the planet
has always been uninhabitably hot (3–5), other modeling studies propose that Venus
may have been able to maintain surface temperatures low enough for liquid water for
much of its past (6–11). However, a vital question remains: How much water could early
Venus have had, and when?

Recent modeling of Venus’s magma ocean evolution and subsequent geodynamic and
atmospheric evolution suggests that Venus may have retained sufficient water late enough
in its history to form an ocean hundreds of meters deep, either through outgassing H2O
from volcanoes or cooling a steam atmosphere (12). Even with modest water inventories
of 10 m GEL (Global Equivalent Layer), it has been proposed that habitable conditions
on Venus might have persisted until as recently as 0.7 Ga, provided that the planet
had a thinner (less than 10-bar) atmosphere, a slow rotation rate, and reflective cloud
cover (7, 8).

If a liquid water layer persisted beyond the first few hundred million years of Venus’s
evolution, it may have left an imprint on Venus’s modern atmosphere. This can be used to
constrain the maximum thickness of a liquid water layer on Venus. The high deuterium
to hydrogen ratio—150 times higher than Earth’s (13)—in Venus’s atmosphere has
been proposed to suggest escape of up to an Earth ocean of water (around 3,000 m
GEL) from Venus (14, 15). However, the interpretation of atmospheric D/H remains
ambiguous. An Earth ocean of water could have taken anywhere from 4 Gyr to 0.5 Gyr
to escape and remain consistent with D/H measurements (16). This range arises from
the range of possible hydrogen escape efficiencies and as much as a factor of 20 variability
in the D/H fractionation factor over Venus’s history (16). Additionally, the water need
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not be sourced from an early ocean on Venus. A similar D/H
ratio can be produced both by steady-state loss of water delivered
over time, for example, by degassing from a fractionated mantle
source, through Raleigh fractionation of catastrophic recent water
degassing, or through loss of water delivered by impacts (17, 18).
Additionally, the initial D/H ratio of Venus may have been higher
than for Earth and Mars as a result of its impact history (19)
or been modified by loss of H prior to condensation of water
on Venus’s surface during an early magma ocean period (20).
Therefore, although D/H is a useful constraint on the total loss
of water from Venus, it is difficult to unpick the effects of Venus’s
formation and earliest evolution from later H2O losses from a
hypothetical habitable era with surface liquid water.

Fortunately, Venus’s atmosphere also records the history of
water on the planet through the concentration of atmospheric O
(12, 21). Any water in Venus’s upper atmosphere is vulnerable to
photodissociation to H and O (22). H escapes to space at a higher
rate than O, leading to accumulation of O (23). O can then be lost
through later nonthermal escape (15, 21), oxidation of reduced
atmospheric species such as CO and CH4 released by volcanoes,
and by oxidation of surface rocks (24). Crucial constraints are
that Venus’s present-day atmosphere is exceedingly O2 and CO-
poor (<70 ppm O2, <50 ppm CO) and dry (<100 ppm H2O)
(25, 26). Therefore, if Venus ever had oceans, the O added to the
atmosphere by the subsequent evaporation of this water during
a moist or runaway greenhouse (RGH) period must since have
been removed by oxygen sinks (12, 21). In principle, this places
an upper limit on the surface water inventory of any habitable
period on Venus—i.e., whether or not Venus once had oceans—
and also constrains the timing of any possible habitable periods
in order to allow time for O sinks to remove essentially all of
the O.

Here, we present a time-dependent, mass-balance model of
the evolution of Venus’s atmospheric composition starting from
the end of a hypothetical “habitable era,” which we define
here as a period able to maintain surface liquid water (Fig. 1;
Materials and Methods). Previous work has considered Venus’s
overall evolution from an initial magma ocean phase to explore
whether condensation of surface liquid water and consistency
with Venus’s modern atmosphere are possible (12), but our ap-
proach specifically focuses on the consequences of a hypothetical
habitable era for Venus’s later evolution. As a result, our models
are agnostic to Venus’s formation, initial composition, magma
ocean evolution, and the details of the habitable era itself. Our O2
loss model tracks the post-habitable-era evolution of H2O, CO2,
and O2 in Venus’s atmosphere. We assume that all surface liquid
water present immediately before the end of habitability enters
the atmosphere, either during a runaway greenhouse (RGH)
phase or a moist greenhouse phase, both of which could be
triggered by the Sun brightening over time, or the outgassing
of CO2 through volcanism. We identify regions of parameter
space using a regular grid of seven parameters where the water
(and therefore oxygen) added to Venus’s atmosphere by the
evaporation of habitable era surface liquid water and subsequent
volcanic H2O outgassing can be removed by (Fig. 1):

1. Nonthermal O escape
2. Oxidation of degassed CO and CH4 to CO2
3. Oxidation of lava, ash, and magma.

Model runs are considered successful when the final atmospheric
O2, H2O, and CO concentrations satisfy the upper limits
on O2, H2O, and CO concentrations in Venus’s modern
atmosphere (26). We consider hypothetical habitable eras ending

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of our model for Venus’s atmospheric evo-
lution starting from the end of a hypothetical early habitable era. Prior to
the model start, we set the total end-habitable-era water inventory (Table 1).
After the end of the habitable era, the following processes occur: 1) Additional
volatiles are added to the atmosphere by volcanism. These volatiles are
sourced from H and C species dissolved in the melt, and their speciation
into H2O, H2, CO2, CO, and CH4 is set by the oxygen fugacity of the erupting
melt. 2) Water from volcanism and the early habitable era photodissociates
to form H and O2. 3) H escapes to space (purple arrow). 4) O is removed
from the atmosphere by escape to space, oxidation of reduced atmospheric
species such as H2, CH4, and CO to form H2O and CO2, and oxidation of FeO
in volcanic products (teal arrows). In models where the habitable era ends in
a runaway greenhouse (RGH), O can also be removed from the atmosphere
by oxidation of a molten basalt layer if the surface temperature exceeds the
basalt solidus.

at 4.0, 3.0, and 1.5 Ga, with end-habitable-era water inventories
between 10 and 1,000 m GEL over a total of 94,080 model
runs (parameters in Table 1; 47,040 runs each for the moist
greenhouse case and the RGH case where oxidation of a molten
surface occurs).

Two important processes in our O2 loss model are the
oxidation of degassed C and H species and oxidation of basalt lava
flows. These processes both depend on Venus’s crustal produc-
tion and degassing history, which is constrained by the modern
abundance of 40Ar in Venus’s atmosphere. This is because 40Ar
is produced by the decay of 40K in the crust and in the mantle,
and 40Ar can be released from the mantle to the atmosphere
through degassing from volcanic eruptions and intrusions. 40Ar
formed from 40K decay in the crust can diffuse through the crust
into the atmosphere (27, 28). As little as 24% of the radiogenic
40Ar in Venus’s mantle has been degassed (27), assuming an
Earth-like K abundance on Venus. We construct a simple 40Ar
degassing model following (27, 28) to determine whether the
40Ar degassed by the crustal production histories used in our O2
loss model falls within or below the (1.61 ± 0.54) × 1016 kg
range for 40Ar abundance in Venus’s modern atmosphere (28).

1. Results

A. O2 Loss Model. Our baseline O2 loss model considers three
oxygen sinks (Fig. 1):

1. Escape to space
2. Oxidation of reduced atmospheric species (CO, CH4, and

H2) from degassing
3. Oxidation of basaltic lava flows and ash.

Results for our baseline model show that these combined oxygen
sinks are able to remove enough O2 to make end-habitable-era
water inventories of up to 300 m GEL (.10% of an Earth Ocean)
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Table 1. Parameter values used in O2 loss model (Materials and Methods for details)
Symbol Description Values Units

t0 End of the habitable era (and model start time) in Gyr before present 4 (habitable for ≤ 0.5Gyr) Gyr
3 (habitable for ≤1.5 Gyr)
1.5 (habitable for ≤3 Gyr)

hhab Global Equivalent Layer (GEL) water released into the atmosphere at
the end of the habitable era (includes surface water, groundwater,
and any water from minerals dehydrated during transition out of
habitable conditions)

10, 50, 100, 300, 500,
700, 1,000

m

cCO2 Concentration of CO2 in Venusian basaltic melts 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 wt%
cH2O Concentration of H2O in Venusian basaltic melts 0.001, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 700,

1,000
wt%

fvolc Fraction of CO2 in Venus’s present atmosphere derived from
post-habitable era volcanic degassing

0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 1.0

fext Fraction of magmatism that is extrusive (reaches the surface as ash or
lava rather than crystallizing deep underground)

0.1, 0.3, 0.9, 1.0

log fO2 Oxygen fugacity of erupting melt relative to the fayalite–magnetite–
quartz buffer

0, −1, −2, −3, −4 log fO21FMQ

We implement a regular grid approach so all parameter combinations are explored.

consistent with Venus’ present atmosphere (Fig. 2). This volume
of water would be readily supplied during Venus’s formation,
with estimates for Venus’s initial water inventory ranging from
around 0.5 to 5 Earth Oceans (29, 30). The upper limit results
from larger end-habitable-era water inventories contributing
more O2 to Venus’s atmosphere than can be accommodated by
the combined oxygen sinks in our model. The most important
sinks are oxidation of reduced atmospheric species and oxidation
of lava/ash. The relative contributions of these sinks to O2
removal depend on the oxygen fugacity of erupting melts on
Venus and the melt CO2 and H2O concentrations, which
determine the speciation of degassed volatiles. For higher oxygen
fugacities (e.g., log f O2 = FMQ± 0, where FMQ is the fayalite–
magnetite–quartz buffer), oxidation of lava/ash is the largest

oxygen sink because less CO and CH4 are degassed. As melt
oxygen fugacity decreases and CO/CH4 degassing increases,
oxidation of CO/CH4 becomes the primary O2 sink. However,
it is difficult for oxidation of CO/CH4 to exactly balance O2
introduced by end-habitable-era water inventories. Ongoing
H2O degassing is required in these runs to provide a continuous
supply of O2 and prevent Venus’ atmosphere from becoming too
CO-rich to satisfy modern CO constraints.

An exception to this 300-m-GEL upper limit is if average melts
on Venus have very reduced oxygen fugacities comparable to
the most reduced Mars meteorite (log f O2 = FMQ−4, Fig. 3).
Models of mantle oxygen fugacities resulting from a magma
ocean suggest that Earth and Venus-sized worlds will have more
oxidized upper mantles (31), and Earth’s upper mantle has an

A B

Fig. 2. Example model output: Melts with lower oxygen fugacity can enable larger end-habitable-era water inventories to be compatible with modern
atmospheric composition; however, melts with low oxygen fugacities also outgas reduced gasses such as CO which can overwhelm the O2 available to oxidize
them and produce an atmosphere with far greater CO than observed on modern Venus. Time evolution of column masses of i O2 and ii C species for different
melt oxygen fugacities in a. our baseline model, with all early habitable eras ending with 300 m GEL 4.0 Ga ago and b. with 1000m GEL RGH surface melting. Line
colors indicate melt oxygen fugacity. In ii, CO2, CO, and CH4 are indicated with solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively. Black dashed horizontal lines show
upper limits for modern Venus O2 (<70 ppm) and CO (<52 ppm) in i and ii, respectively (26). Only models that fall beneath both of these limits are considered
successful.
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A B

Fig. 3. Example model output: Time evolution of column masses of i H2O (purple) and ii O2 (teal) for (A) our baseline model, with all early habitable eras ending
with 100 m GEL 4.0 Ga ago, and (B) with RGH surface melting, showing all habitable eras ending with 500 m GEL at 4.0 Ga. Where red CO2 curve is flat, surface is
molten and volcanism does not occur. Runs are shown as translucent lines. Solid lines illustrate cases where atmospheric evolution is compatible with modern
atmospheric H2O and O2. Dashed purple lines show upper limits for modern Venus H2O, and dashed teal lines show upper limits for O2. Adding runaway
greenhouse (RGH) surface melting to our models enables slightly larger end-habitable-era water inventories to be compatible with modern atmospheric H2O
and O2.

oxygen fugacity around log f O2 = FMQ ± 0 (32). However,
mantle oxygen fugacities as low as log f O2 = FMQ−4 have
previously been proposed (12). For the log f O2 = FMQ−4,

end-habitable-era water inventories as large as 1,000 m GEL
(∼33% of an Earth ocean) remain consistent with Venus’s
modern atmosphere in our models, provided that melt H2O

Fig. 4. Percentage of model runs that end with atmospheric H2O, O2, and CO concentrations consistent with data for modern Venus (25) for different
combinations of parameters (Table 1) for runs without runaway greenhouse (RGH) surface melting. Contour plots show model success rates for combinations
of different values of 2 parameters. Dashed and solid white lines indicate 2� and 1� levels, respectively. Summary bar charts show model success rates
for different values of a single parameter. fext is the extrusive magmatism fraction, fvolc is the fraction of Venus’s modern atmospheric CO2 derived from
post-habitable era volcanic degassing, and log fO21FMQ is the oxygen fugacity of erupting melts since the end of the habitable era relative to the fayalite–
magnetite–quartz buffer.
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concentration is >0.2 wt%. Model runs with 10-m-GEL end-
habitable-era water—an ocean three hundred times shallower
than Earth’s—can evolve to be at or below Venus’s present-
day atmospheric O2 levels for 5% of 10 m GEL runs overall;
(Figs. 2A, 4A, and 5). A 10-m-GEL end-habitable-era water
inventory is the only case for which low modern atmospheric
O2 concentrations can be matched by habitable eras ending as
late as 1.5 Ga.

When log f O2 ≥FMQ−3, 300-m-GEL end-habitable-era
water inventories are compatible only with Venus’s modern
atmosphere in runs where the habitable era ends early, at or
before 3.0 Ga (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). In runs
with habitable eras that end early in Venus’s history, the Sun’s
X-ray/extreme ultraviolet (XUV) flux is high and can drive rapid
H escape causing rapid buildup of O2 in the atmosphere. This is
advantageous because the volcanism rate decreases exponentially

A

C

E

B

D

F

G

Fig. 5. Comparison of fraction of successful runs (runs that have final
atmospheric O2, H2O, and CO concentrations less than upper limits for
Venus’s present atmosphere) compatible with modern Venus atmosphere
for models without runaway greenhouse (RGH) melting (dark blue) and with
RGH melting (dark green). Successful runs that also fall within or below the
range of Venus’s modern atmospheric 40Ar abundance are also shown for
models with (light blue) and without (light green) RGH. All parameter values
correspond to Table 1.

with time in our models, so oxidizable basalt—which can be a
major oxygen sink—is most available soon after the end of the
habitable era. An early end to the habitable era allows basalt
oxidation to sequester the most O2, as O2 is available to be
removed at the time of eruption.

When we add RGH surface melting to our baseline O2 loss
model, end-habitable-era water inventories≥300 m GEL permit
surface temperatures hot enough to melt basalt, enabling rapid
diffusion of oxygen into a basaltic surface magma layer. This
RGH is caused by vaporization of the end-habitable-era water
inventory and is distinct from a steam atmosphere formed during
accretion (33). The surface magma layer provides an additional
O2 sink as long as the H2O greenhouse effect melts surface basalt
(34). However, adding this additional O sink only increases the
total number of successful O2 loss model runs from 2.2% to
2.6% (Figs. 2B, 4B and 5).

This is because:

1. In runs with large water inventories but little initial atmo-
spheric CO2, the surface magma layer is short lived because
H2O loss rapidly reduces the greenhouse effect. This leads
to a short-lived and thin surface magma layer that consumes
only remove a small amount of O2.

2. In runs with large water inventories and a large fraction of
Venus’s modern atmospheric CO2 degassed prior to the end of
the habitable era, H loss is slow because it must diffuse through
a thick background atmosphere. This extends the lifetime
of the oxidizable magma layer but delays accumulation
of atmospheric CO2 because we do not include volcanic
outgassing while the surface is molten. For habitable eras
ending at 4.0 and 3.0 Ga, the surface magma layer can persist
so long that it is no longer possible for all of Venus’s present-
day CO2 to volcanically degas after the surface of the magma
layer freezes.

3. For habitable eras ending at 1.5 Ga and water inventories
of 1,000 m GEL, the increase in bolometric insolation and
decrease in H loss rates due to the Sun’s reduced XUV output
(35) enable a H2O greenhouse with a surface magma layer to
last until the present, which is inconsistent with data.

4. In runs with reducing melts, removal of atmospheric O2 left-
over from H escape of the end-habitable-era water inventory
can remove so much O2 from the atmosphere that there is no
longer enough oxidizing power available to oxidize degassed
CO and CH4 fully to CO2, leading to final atmospheric
CO concentrations too high to match Venus’s modern
atmosphere.

B. 40ArDegassingModel. Oxidation of the degassed atmospheric
species CO and CH4 and oxidation of lava flows are the most
important oxygen sinks in our baseline model. During degassing
and volcanism, minor atmospheric constituents such as 40Ar are
released into the atmosphere alongside major C and H species and
can be used to place constraints on the total crustal production
on Venus (27, 28). We model the 40Ar degassing corresponding
to the crustal production histories used in our O2 loss models.

Overall, .0.4% of runs are consistent with Venus’s present-
day atmospheric O2 and 40Ar for the parameter ranges investi-
gated in this study. To match modern Venus’s low atmospheric
40Ar, our 40Ar degassing model requires parameters that mini-
mize the total production of new crust (Fig. 5 and SI Appendix,
Fig. S4). High melt fractions reduce the concentration of 40K
and 40Ar in mantle-derived melts, reducing the amount of 40Ar
degassed directly to the atmosphere during volcanism and the

PNAS 2023 Vol. 120 No. 11 e2209751120 https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2209751120 5 of 12
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amount of 40K available in the crust to decay and also supply
40Ar to the atmosphere. Thin crust promotes rapid recycling of
40K-enriched crust back into the mantle, reducing the amount
of time available for crustal 40K to decay and release 40Ar to
the atmosphere through the crust for a given crustal production
rate. Low values of fvolc—which correspond to most of Venus’s
modern CO2 degassing before the end of a hypothetical habitable
era—reduce the total amount of CO2 that needs to be degassed
during the model runs, which in turn reduces the necessary crustal
production and the total amount of mantle melting and degassing
required to achieve Venus’s modern CO2 atmosphere. This is
advantageous for satisfying the 40Ar constraint because earlier
degassing leaves less time for 40K to decay, so the atmosphere
by the end of the habitable era can have abundant CO2 but still
be 40Ar poor. However, reducing the total crustal production
(advantageous for matching the 40Ar constraint) reduces the size
of the basalt lava flow oxidation and degassed reduced species O2
sinks.

Together, these factors make it more difficult to reconcile a
hypothetical early habitable era with data for modern Venus
and narrow the range of parameters that reconcile a hypothetical
habitable era with measurements of Venus’s modern atmosphere.
Within the framework of our model, only a small loophole in
parameter space, corresponding to less than 0.4 % of model runs,
remains when the 40Ar and oxygen constraints are combined
(light blue and light green columns in Fig. 5):

1. The habitable era must end prior to 3 Ga: In our models,
volcanism is required to supply fresh basalt and reduced
gases (particularly CO and CH4) to Venus’s surface and
atmosphere to act as an oxygen sink. The later in Venus’s
history this volcanic activity occurs, the longer mantle 40K has
to decay into 40Ar, which is then degassed during volcanism.
Extensive 40Ar degassing in runs violates the observed low
40Ar in Venus’s modern atmosphere. Therefore, within the
framework of our model, Venus must have been uninhabitable
for at least ∼70% of its history, >4 times as long as some
previous estimates (8).

2. The end-habitable-era water inventory must be≤300 m GEL,
unless melt oxygen fugacity log f O2 less than FMQ−3:
For more oxidized average melts on Venus, oxygen sinks
in our model can remove only the O left behind by H
escape from 300 m GEL of water at the end of a habitable
era. When erupted melts have lower oxygen fugacities, the
corresponding increase in degassed CO and CH4 can remove
an additional 500 m GEL or more. Therefore, within the
framework of our model, if Venusian melts have similar
oxygen fugacity to mid-ocean ridge (MOR) melts on Earth,
i.e., log f O2 ≈FMQ±4 (32), Venus’s oceans were shallow
by the end of the habitable era.

3. Average melts erupted on Venus after the habitable era must
have had ≥0.2wt% dissolved H2O, unless Venus melts have
high oxygen fugacities: Oxidation of degassed CO and CH4
is a major O2 sink in our baseline model. Degassing of
reduced species continues after all O2 is consumed. As a
result, degassing of CO and CH4 often exceeds the O2
reduction sink. Continued H2O degassing through Venus’s
post-habitable history provides a supply of O2 as H escapes
to space to balance continued CO and CH4 degassing. A
given model run typically behaves in one of two ways: 1.
Venus’s post-habitable evolution does not have sufficient O2
sinks to remove O2 from the atmosphere to match modern

constraints. 2. Once O2 from a large end-habitable-era water
inventory is depleted in a run with larger cumulative O2
sinks caused by either a surface melt layer during a runaway
greenhouse or abundant extrusive volcanism, the O2 available
to oxidize CO and CH4 to CO2 has been used up, and
degassed CO accumulates rapidly in the atmosphere. In other
words, exactly matching the reducing capacity of the Venus
surface–atmosphere system to the oxygen introduced by loss
of an end-habitable-era H2O inventory and degassed water
requires fine-tuning.

Only ∼10% of our 57,600 total 40Ar degassing model runs
(independent of our oxygen loss runs) fall within or below
the measured range for Venus’s modern atmospheric 40Ar
abundance. However, many of the 40Ar degassing runs that
can reproduce Venus’s modern 40Ar abundance have parameter
combinations that cannot reproduce Venus’s modern O2, H2O,
and CO concentrations in our O2 loss model. This reduces
the proportion of our O2 loss runs that are consistent with
Venus’s present-day atmosphere when both oxygen and 40Ar are
considered to be less than 0.4% (Fig. 5).

2. Discussion

A. Evolution of Habitable Era Surface Water Inventory. Our
models place an upper limit of 500 m GEL on the total water
inventory supplied to the atmosphere at the end of a hypothetical
habitable era on Venus, unless Venus’s eruptive history has been
dominated by melts with an oxygen fugacity of log f O2 less
than FMQ−3 in which case the end-habitable era inventory can
extend to 1,000 m. Our O2 loss model constrains only the final
water inventory before conditions transitioned from habitable
to uninhabitable. However, the surface water inventory during
a hypothetical habitable era need not be constant. To quantify
the evolution of a hypothetical habitable era’s water inventory
over time, we model the hydration of crust and the recycling of
hydrated crust into the mantle.

We constructed a steady-state 1-D model (Materials and
Methods) of the simplest possible case where Venus’s crust is
recycled in a vertical conveyor belt-like fashion (36, 37). New lava
erupted at the surface buries older crust, which will eventually
subside into the convecting mantle (36). For a given lithospheric
thickness and eruption rate (which we assume to be constant
throughout the habitable era for this exercise), we find the
geotherm through the lithosphere (38, 39). We compare this
geotherm to phase boundaries for eclogite formation (40) and
serpentinite dehydration (41). When dense eclogite forms, the
crust is more likely to sink into the mantle (37). Where the
geotherm encounters the eclogite stability field before serpentine
dehydrates, we assume that the hydrated lithosphere returns water
to the mantle through entrainment in convection (42). When the
geotherm crosses into the serpentinite dehydration field first,
water is returned to the surface or shallow crustal reservoirs
and not into the mantle. We investigate a range of internal
radiogenic heating rates comparable to those observed in modern
terrestrial basalts (43). Higher internal radiogenic heating rates
(e.g., adjusted for a younger planet with a higher concentration
of decaying radioactive elements) generate geotherms with crusts
thinner than 5 km, which is the lowest crustal thickness we
consider in this model based on the range estimated for modern
Venus (44). These thin, hot crusts do not pass through the
eclogite stability field and, therefore, do not lead to recycling
of hydrated crust into the mantle within the framework of our
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model. Lithospheres thicker than 100 km with internal heating
rates less than 5 μW m−3 (SI Appendix, Fig. S5) are able to form
eclogite before serpentinite dehydration occurs.

Next, we model the time-evolving surface water inventory
during a hypothetical habitable era on Venus (Materials and
Methods) only for the cases where water recycling into the mantle
is able to occur, starting from inventories as large as 3,000 m GEL,
or 1 Earth ocean. At each timestep, we use Venus’s present-
day topography to approximate the corresponding proportion
of Venus’s surface that would be submerged. Submerged areas
of the surface are permitted to form a hydrated crust (0.1 to
3 wt% H2O) (12, 45), with lithospheric recycling occurring
at the same rate as crustal production. To maximize the water
removed from the surface inventory, which maximizes the peak
depth of a hypothetical ocean on early Venus, we assume that all
crustal production occurs as extrusive volcanism. We also track
H2O release by volcanic degassing (Materials and Methods).

In some cases, the surface water inventory approaches a steady
state where removal by burial of hydrated crust (occurring at a
rate set by the surface water inventory and crustal production
rate) matches water inputs by volcanic degassing. Models with
low (≤0.2 wt%) melt H2O concentrations do not reach a steady
state and instead lose all of their water (SI Appendix, Figs. S7
and S8).

In order for a habitable era with an evolving surface water
inventory to be compatible with our O2 loss and 40Ar degassing
model results, the surface water inventory by the end of the
habitable era must be below 500 m GEL (Fig. 5). This is favored
by melt H2O concentrations between 0.1 and 0.7 wt% and
high mass fractions (≥0.5 wt%) of water in hydrated crust (SI
Appendix, Figs. S7 and S8). For cases where the final water
inventory drops below 500 m GEL, the average surface water
inventory over the course of the habitable era can be up to half an
order of magnitude greater than the final water inventory for a few
combinations of crust hydration and melt H2O concentration,
allowing for much deeper oceans on early Venus in some cases.
However, this mechanism for net sequestration of water in
the mantle through burial of hydrated crust does not affect
the conclusion that only hypothetical habitable eras that ended
prior to 3 Ga are consistent with 40Ar, O2, H2O, and CO
concentrations in Venus’s modern atmosphere (26, 28).

B. Limitations. The paucity of existing data for modern Venus
severely restricts our understanding of Venus’s past. This is one
of the primary drivers for Venus exploration over the coming
decades. It is currently unknown whether Venus has ongoing
volcanism, what the planet’s tectonic regime is, how thick the
crust and lithosphere are, what the mantle composition is—let
alone how all of these important factors have evolved over the past
4 Gyr (46). As a result, our treatment of Venus’s post-habitable
evolution in both our oxygen loss and Ar degassing models is
highly simplified.

First, to enable modeling with the least number of assumptions
about Venus’s interior, we have assumed that the composition
of melts erupting on Venus does not change over time. Thus,
we model “average” melts on Venus. Eruptions resulting from
mantle plumes (46) or local magmatic systems may have different
volatile concentrations.

Second, we do not include degassing of S to reduce the
number of parameters needed to describe melt compositions
and degassing. Although this has a negligible impact on the
speciation of the gasses included in our model (47), Venus’s
modern atmosphere contains SO2, SO, and other S species.

This requires that Venus has recently degassed—and may still
be degassing—S in some form (48). It follows that oxidation
of S species may have acted as an O2 sink analogous to the
way oxidation of CO to CO2 is an important mechanism for
removing atmospheric O2 in our model.

Third, our approach to modeling surface melting during
a runaway greenhouse is highly simplified. To maximize the
potential oxygen sink, we assume that diffusion of oxygen into
the melt does not limit the rate at which the melt oxidizes
such that all molten material at a given timestep is available
to oxidize. Our approach also neglects the greenhouse effect of
CO2. CO2 contributes around 420 K of greenhouse warming
to Venus’s modern atmosphere (49), which is not sufficient to
melt Venus’s surface under the bright modern Sun, and much
less than the maximum greenhouse warming possible under the
same insolation with H2O (34). Additionally, the absorption
bands for CO2 and H2O overlap, so their greenhouse effects
are not additive (50). Our modeling approach focuses on the
feedback between the much stronger H2O greenhouse effect
and H escape to space; however, this may underestimate the
surface temperature at a given timestep, which could extend the
duration of the runaway greenhouse melting stage and lead to
greater O2 loss.

Fourth, we assume that Venus’s eruptive history can be
modeled as an exponential decay between the end of the habitable
era and the present day. The crater retention age of Venus’s
surface suggests that the planet has been resurfaced geologically
recently (51, 52). This crater retention age can be explained by
either a catastrophic resurfacing event 0.3 to 1 Gyr ago (53) or
equilibrium resurfacing by continuous volcanism (54). We opt
for continuous volcanism in our models because this maximizes
the lava flow oxidation oxygen sink by erupting fresh lava, rather
than having surface oxidation limited by diffusion. This, in turn,
maximizes the end-habitable-era water inventory possible in our
models, which is conservative relative to our conclusion that only
a narrow range of parameters is consistent with Early Venus
habitability. Differences in Venus’s crustal production history
will not change our fundamental conclusion that the reducing
power introduced to Venus’s surface–atmosphere system by
nonthermal O escape, eruption of lava flows containing minerals
that can be oxidized, and degassing of gasses such as CO and
CH4 must balance the total O2 introduced by H escape from an
end-habitable-era water inventory and any subsequently degassed
H2O in order to reconcile a past habitable era with Venus’s
modern atmosphere. However, differences in Venus’s crustal pro-
duction history are important for 40Ar degassing. Our approach is
also conservative with respect to 40Ar degassing because degassing
is greatest earlier in our models, reducing the time for 40K decay
to make 40Ar available in the mantle for release by volcanism.

Fifth, our 40Ar degassing model is based on a large number
of poorly constrained parameters (SI Appendix, Table S2) and
requires assumptions about Venus’s tectonic regime and prehab-
itable era evolution. There are several potential ways to reduce
40Ar degassing over Venus’s history that could make a larger
proportion of our model results consistent with Venus’s modern
atmospheric composition. For example, the concentration of
radioactive isotopes in Venus’s mantle is poorly constrained (27).
A lower concentration of U and K in Venus’s mantle would
reduce the accumulation of 40Ar in the mantle and therefore 40Ar
degassing over time. Additionally, 40Ar may not be distributed
homogeneously through Venus’s mantle. If Venus has mantle
reservoirs enriched in incompatible elements or a thick basal
magam occan (55), 40Ar may be prevented from degassing to the
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atmosphere, increasing the number of our model runs compatible
with Venus’s modern atmospheric 40Ar concentration.

C. Implications for Upcoming Venus Missions. Our model re-
sults suggest, in agreement with previous results (12), that a
habitable era on Venus with abundant surface liquid water was
unlikely and suggest a number of tests for upcoming Venus
missions: VERITAS (Venus Emissivity, Radio science, InSAR,
Topography, And Spectroscopy), DAVINCI (Deep Atmosphere
Venus Investigation of Noble gases, Chemistry, and Imaging),
and EnVision.

For example, VERITAS high-resolution topography and
gravity data could be used to better constrain Venus’s present
lithospheric thickness. At present, this parameter is not well
enough constrained to distinguish between a range of possible
tectonic regimes. Our results favor a tectonic regime with limited
volcanism over the past 4 Gyr to reconcile any early habitable era
with Venus’s modern atmosphere. Determining Venus’s modern
(or recent) tectonic regime and lithospheric thickness is also
important for better constraining 40Ar degassing models, by
providing constraints on the recycling depth of 40K-enriched
crust.

Both VERITAS and DAVINCI will survey high SiO2 rocks on
Venus’s surface. If these rocks resemble terrestrial andesites and
rhyolites, this could imply H2O in the melting zone and suggest
high melt H2O concentrations consistent with our successful
model runs (56, 57). However, hydrous melting will need to be
distinguished from anhydrous fractional crystallization processes,
which can also produce silicic magmas (57).

VERITAS also plans to measure FeO abundance. This can
be used to narrow down the range of likely melting conditions
and extent of fractional crystallization on Venus (58), which also
constrain melt volatile concentrations. Crustal FeO abundance
can also be used to refine the estimate of the FeO concentration
in Venusian basalts used in our models. If Venus’s FeO is
very high, this will increase the oxidizing potential per unit
volume of lava, thus potentially driving our results toward higher
required melt H2O concentrations to compensate for greater
loss of atmospheric O2 to oxidizing Venus’s basaltic surface
while atmospheric O2 is greatest early in Venus’s post-habitable
evolution.

3. Conclusions

Nonthermal O escape to space, oxidation of basaltic lava flows,
and oxidation of degassed CO and CH4 can remove oxygen from
up to 300 m GEL on the total water inventory supplied to the
atmosphere at the end of a hypothetical habitable era on Venus,
unless Venus’s eruptive history has been dominated by melts with
an oxygen fugacity of log f O2 less than FMQ−3 Earth MORB
is around log f O2 = FMQ ± 0 (32), in which case the end-
habitable era inventory can extend to 1,000 m. The oxidation
of a transient layer of basaltic melt during an end-habitable-era
runaway greenhouse (RGH) can remove oxygen corresponding
to an additional 200 m GEL of water (Figs. 4 and 5), raising
the limit to 500 m GEL for Venus histories with melt oxygen
fugacities log f O2 ≥FMQ−3. Although these results reconcile
a potential early habitable era on Venus with the paucity of
O2 in Venus’s modern atmosphere, only 2.6% of parameter
combinations in our models lead to post-habitable era outcomes
that satisfy atmospheric abundance data for modern Venus.
These successful runs define a narrow loophole in parameter
space where the reducing power of the Venus surface–atmosphere
system since the end of a habitable era is able to balance the O2

introduced by the escape of H from end-habitable-era water and
degassed H2O.

This loophole becomes even smaller when additional con-
straints on Venus’s history are taken into consideration. The two
most important oxygen sinks in our models are oxidation of
degassed CO and CH4 and oxidation of basaltic lava flows, both
of which require volcanism and degassing on Venus since the end
of a hypothetical habitable era. Degassing and volcanism due to
crustal production on Venus lead to degassing of 40Ar. When the
40Ar contributions to the atmosphere caused by the eruption of
lava flows and degassing needed to remove oxygen from Venus’s
atmosphere through oxidation of basaltic volcanic products and
reduced gasses like CO and CH4 are taken into account, only
models with habitable eras ending before 3.0 Ga are consistent
with 40Ar, O2, H2O, and CO measurements of Venus’s modern
atmosphere (Fig. 5), reducing the success rate of our models to
less than 0.4% of model runs.

Although our modeling results demonstrate that Venus must
have had less than 500 m GEL water by around 4 Ga unless
Venus’s average melts had oxygen fugacities comparable to that
of the most reduced Martian meteorite, we also find that the
time-averaged water inventory on an early habitable Venus
may have been much greater than this upper limit. Efficient
recycling of hydrated basaltic crust into the mantle through
eclogite formation (40) might act to reduce Venus’s surface
water inventory during a habitable era. A 1-D model of this
process suggests that habitable era averaged water inventories up
to 1,000 m GEL could be consistent with our O2 loss and 40Ar
degassing modeling results even for melts with higher oxygen
fugacities (SI Appendix, Figs. S7 and S8), provided that Venus had
a lithosphere greater than 100 km thick with internal radiogenic
heat production rates less than 5 μW m−3 (SI Appendix, Fig. S6).

Key measurements for the VERITAS, DAVINCI, and EnVi-
sion missions that would help further evaluate the likelihood of a
past habitable era (based on our modeling results) are lithospheric
thickness and crustal SiO2 and FeO abundances. For example,
if hydrous melting is found to have been a significant process on
Venus, this would support the existence of a past habitable era
on Venus because our results suggest that high average melt
H2O concentrations are an important factor for preventing
accumulation of abundant CO in Venus’s atmosphere.

Materials and Methods

We combine simple models of degassing of basaltic melts (59), atmospheric
escape of H and O, and removal of O from the atmosphere by oxidation of reduced
gases, lava flows, and ash (when formed) to track the evolution of Venus’s
atmospheric composition since the end of an early habitable period using a 4th-
order Runge–Kutte integration scheme. To identify post-habitable era scenarios
that are compatible with Venus’s present-day atmospheric composition, we vary
seven key parameters in our model (Table 1) with each parameter value weighted
equally. All parameter combinations resulting in final atmospheric H2O, O2, and
CO concentrations below upper limits (25) for Venus’s atmosphere are marked
as “successes.”

A. Initial Conditions. Each model begins at time t0, after the end of a
hypothetical early habitable era on Venus. The initial column mass of CO2 is

MCO2 ,0 = (1− fvolc)MCO2 ,f , [1]

where fvolc (Table 1) is the fraction of CO2 in Venus’s present-day atmosphere
from post-habitable era volcanic degassing, and MCO2 ,f is the column mass
of CO2 on Venus today. We consider values of fvolc greater than 0.1 because
we assume that some CO2 must be degassed after the end of a habitable era
due to Venus’s young surface age (51, 52). We extend the range to fvolc = 1
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because a habitable atmosphere on Venus may have been CO2 poor, as Earth’s
is today. Any CO2 present at t0 is assumed to have degassed prior to/during
the habitable era, or through metamorphic decarbonation during the transition
from habitable to uninhabitable conditions (36, 60, 61).

We also initialize our model with H2O added to the atmosphere by
vaporization of any surface liquid water present during the habitable era (Table 1).
We consider water inventories between 10 and 1,000 m GEL. Our lower limit is
based on water inventories required to sustain habitable surface temperatures in
existing Venus climate model studies (8). The loss of up to 3,000 m GEL of water,
or 1 Earth ocean, is one interpretation of Venus’s modern D/H ratio (14, 15).
We treat the initial atmospheric water in two different ways, corresponding to
two different ways that water could have entered Venus’s atmosphere during
and at the end of a hypothetical habitable era. First, we consider a case where
atmospheric water vapor does not lead to surface melting. This corresponds
to a moist greenhouse where H is lost to space via a moist stratosphere (62),
but the surface remains too cold to melt basalt. For simplicity, we do not
explicitly model the time evolution of the moist greenhouse phase and, instead,
assume that all H from the starting water inventory has already escaped, leaving
behind O2. Second, we consider a case where greenhouse warming from H2O
vaporized during an RGH causes melting of Venus’s surface. We calculate surface
temperatures as a function of partial pressure of water vapor in the atmosphere
(34). This enables us to quantify the potential importance of oxidation of a surface
magma layer as an O2 sink.
Runaway greenhouse. Post-habitable era surface temperatures on Venus may
have exceeded the melting point of rock. For atmospheric water inventories as
small as 0.1 Terrestrial Oceans (TO) and a solar flux twice that of present-day
Earth, temperatures can exceed 2,000 K (34). Diffusion of oxygen into surface
magma could oxidize Fe2+ to Fe3+, serving as an O2 sink. The duration of this
O2 sink depends on initial atmospheric water inventory and the combined H
escape rate and dissolution of H2O in the melt. These two processes both deplete
atmospheric H2O vapor, which reduces the surface temperature (the greenhouse
effectofO2 isnegligible).Wefindsurfacetemperatureateachtimestep,giventhe
incoming solar flux relative to Earth’s insolation (Seff ) and partial pressure of H2O
in the atmosphere in bars (pH2O), using an equation fit to existing numerical
results (63) (SI Appendix, Oxygen Loss Model and Table S1). We neglect the
greenhouse effect of background CO2. The parameters that determine Venus’s
evolution during RGH melting are t0, hhab, fvolc , and fext (Table 1), so for
computational efficiency, we model RGH evolution separately until the surface
melt layer freezes and then input the results as starting conditions for our
baseline model.

To calculate removal of oxygen by oxidation of Fe2+ in basaltic melt at the
surface, we calculate the temperature-depth profile of a 50-km thick crust at
each timestep as the surface temperature evolves using a 1-D finite difference
method. In the absence of any constraints on the crustal thickness on early Venus,
we choose a maximum crustal thickness of 50 km because this is the thickness of
basaltic crust required to remove the oxygen produced by the escape of 1 Earth
ocean of water (64), which exceeds the maximum habitable-era water inventory
considered in our models. Temperature within the crust evolves by diffusion:

ρcp
∂T
∂ t

=
∂

∂z

(
k
∂T
∂z

)
− qL, [2]

where qL is heat flux due to the latent heat of fusion:

qL = ρL
∂zmelt
∂ t

, [3]

where zmelt is the effective magma layer thickness produced at each depth in the
model. Our upper boundary condition in the model is the surface temperature,
which is a function of insolation and water vapor in the atmosphere. We impose
a heat flux of 50 mW m−2 as our lower boundary condition.

As the thickness of the melt layer and the partial pressure of H2O in the
atmosphere evolve, so does the amount of H2O stored in the melt layer. As
H escapes to space and as the melt layer thickens, less H2O dissolves in the
melt because the partial pressure of H2O is reduced. However, as the melt layer
refreezes and partial pressure of H2O drops, H2O can also be re-exsolved into
the atmosphere. The solubility of H2O in the runaway greenhouse-triggered

surface melt (sH2O,RGH) at a given timestep is (65):

sH2O,RGH = 3.44× 10−8P0.74
H2O

,

where PH2O is the partial pressure of H2O in the atmosphere.

PH2O =
nH2O,atm

natm
patm, [4]

wherenH2O,atm is the number of moles H2O per column mass in the atmosphere,
natm is the total number of moles in the atmosphere, and patm is the total
atmospheric pressure. We assume that dissolved H2O is mixed throughout the
melt layer and that the dissolved H2O content adjusts to match the H2O solubility.
Therefore, the change in atmospheric H2O at each timestep is given by:

∂nH2O,atm

∂ t
= −

ρmelt
mH2O

∂

∂ t

(
sH2O,RGHzmelt

)
. [5]

To calculate O2 losses due to melt oxidation, we compute the melt fraction
of a basalt with major element composition given by the Venera 14 surface
measurements at a range of temperatures and pressures using alphaMELTS
(66–68). We use these model runs to generate a lookup table which we use
to find melt fraction as a function of depth at each timestep. We assume that
all Fe2+ in the melt can be completely oxidized, i.e., that O2 can pervade the
entire magma layer, for example, by small-scale convection. We track both the
cumulative melt fraction (fm,c ) and the cumulative oxidized melt fraction (fo,c )
at each depth in the model. The oxidized melt fraction at each timestep is given
by the following:

fo,c =
0.25fm,cρcFeO

nO2,atm
, [6]

where nO2,atm is the number of moles of O2 per column atmosphere. The factor
of 0.25 accounts for the stoichiometry of Eq. 17. fo,c at a given depth is not
allowed to exceed 1.

B. Atmospheric Escape.
H escape. The bulk composition of Venus’s atmosphere evolves throughout
our models based on expressions for escape of H from Venus (69) which
we use to track the accumulation of O2 in the atmosphere. H is supplied
by photodissociation of H2O. Following previous work, we assume that the
photodissociation rate does not limit H escape (62). Escape of a light species is
limited by its ability to diffuse through the background atmosphere of heavier
species that are not undergoing escape (23). At high H2O mixing ratios, H escape
approaches the XUV (energy) limit (Eq. 10). At each timestep in our model, we
calculate the diffusion-limited escape and the energy-limited escape of H and
apply the lowest of the two.

The diffusion limit determines the maximum supply of the escaping species
to the upper atmosphere. In this diffusion-limited case, the rate of atmospheric
escape is

ṀH,esc = XH
GMV (matm − mH)

R2
b

kTupper
, [7]

where XH is the molar mixing ratio of H in the atmosphere, and matm is the
mean molecular weight of the background atmosphere, set by the molar ratio
of non-H species after photodissociation has occurred:

matm = XCO2
mCO2

+ 2XO2mO + XCOmCO + XCH4
mCH4

, [8]

and b is the diffusion coefficient of H in the background atmosphere, which
depends on the abundance of other species (12, 69):

bH,atm =
bH-CO2

XCO2
+ bH-COXCO + bH-OXO

XCO2
+ XCO + XO

, [9]

mCO2
, mCO, and mO2

are the mean molar masses of CO2, CO, and O2, and
XCO2

, XCO, and XO2
are the mixing ratios of CO2, CO, and O2. bH-CO2

=

8.4× 1019T0.6
upper , bH-CO = 6.5× 1019T0.7

upper , and bH-O = 4.8× 1019T0.75
upper
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are the binary diffusion coefficients of H in CO2, CO, and O, respectively, in
mol m−1 s−1 (70, 71). Binary diffusion coefficients are derived from empirical
fits to measured data and can deviate from the data by several tens of percent.
To quantify the impact of this effect on our results, we conducted sensitivity tests
with values of batm 30% lower and 30% higher than our baseline value and
found that the total number of successful runs is not sensitive to±30% variations
in the binary diffusion coefficient (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). Tupper = 200 K is the
temperature of the upper atmosphere and is assumed constant in our models.
We conducted sensitivity tests with values of Tupper at 215 K and 170 K to cover
warmer, Earth-like upper atmosphere temperatures (12) through to modern
Venus’s more intensely CO2-cooled stratosphere (72) and found that the total
number of successful runs is not sensitive to these variations in stratospheric
temperature (SI Appendix, Fig. S10).

We calculate the energy-limited escape rate, given by the mass loss rate of
H in a pure H atmosphere, using the following (69, 73):

ṀH,ref =
εLXUV (t)R3

4a2GM
, [10]

ε = 0.15 (69) is an efficiency factor, LXUV (t) is stellar XUV flux at time t, R is
planet radius, a is Venus’s semimajor axis,G is the gravitational constant, andM
is the mass of Venus. To find LXUV (t), we use the following expression for solar
XUV evolution, valid for solar age>0.1 Gyr (35, 73):

LXUV = Lx(t/tx)−β , [11]

where tx = 0.1 Gyr,β = 1.24, and Lx = 1.6×1023 J s−1 is an upper bound
on the Sun’s early XUV flux.

For present-day Venus, the diffusion limit gives an H loss rate of order
1025 s−1, depending on the mixing ratios of H and O in the resulting
atmosphere, which is comparable to calculated modern H escape rates (74).
We set Tupper = 200 K, consistent with a CO2 dominated atmosphere (15, 75).

High-flux H escape can drag O along with it ref. 23 (SI Appendix,Oxygen Loss
Model). This process is active during the first few million years of our models with
habitable eras beginning at 4.0 Ga but is negligible relative to O loss through
nonthermal escape and oxidation of lava flows and magma.
Escape of heavy species. For most of Venus’s history, O loss to space has been
via nonthermal escape processes. These depend on the XUV flux from the Sun
and the properties of the solar wind (15, 21). We use existing studies’ (21)
calculations of maximum loss of O2 from Venus’s atmosphere as a function of
time. As O2 is a minor constituent of the atmosphere relative to CO2, we assume
that O2 loss from the upper atmosphere is limited by diffusion through the
background atmosphere similar to Eq. 8:

matm = XCO2
mCO2

+ XH2OmH2O + XCOmCO + XCH4
mCH4

+ XCOmCO + XH2
mH2

.

In this case, we apply a binary diffusion coefficient (b) relevant to the diffusion
of O2 through a mixture of CO2 and CO (following the same approach as for
diffusion of H through the upper atmosphere, Eq. 9) (71) as these are the
dominant constituent of the atmosphere in the majority of our models. As for
H escape, we find the nonthermal escape rate and calculate the diffusion limit
for O and apply the smallest of the two to O escape in our models. Following
other models of the long-term evolution of Venus’s atmosphere, we neglect
nonthermal losses of CO2 (15, 76).

C. Degassing. For each model run, we set a melt H2O and CO2 concentration
(cH2O and cCO2

, respectively, Table 1), based on the range observed in terrestrial
Mid Ocean Ridge Basalts (MORB) (77–80), which have similar bulk compositions
to Venus basalts (81). We also set an oxidation state of the erupting melt
between the fayalite–magnetite–quartz buffer (logfO2 = FMQ ± 0) and
logfO2 = FMQ−4. We use VolcGasses (47) to find H2O and CO2 solubility
in basaltic melt (sH2O and sCO2

, respectively) and calculate the speciation of the
exsolved H and C bearing gasses as a function of melt temperature and surface
pressure. This degassing model assumes that bubbles and surrounding melt
remain in thermodynamic equilibrium (47). We assume that melts reaching

the surface degas at Venus’s time-varying surface pressure and that all intrusive
melts are emplaced at a shallow enough depth that all melt CO2 can degas as
CO2, CO, or CH4.

To calculate the degassing rate of H2O per unit Venus surface area, we use:

ṀH2O,degas = żeruptρmeltrH2O
(
cH2O − sH2O

)
, [12]

where żerupt is the eruption rate (in m s−1),ρmelt is the density of the melt, and
rH2O = nH2O/(nH2O + nH2

) is the molar fraction of H2O in the melt exsolved
as H2O. When sH2O ≥ cH2O, ṀH2O,degas = 0.

CO2 solubilities in basaltic melt are much lower than our prescribed melt
CO2 concentrations at all pressures, so to calculate the degassing rate of CO2
per unit Venus surface area, we use

ṀCO2 ,degas = żeruptρmeltrCO2
cCO2

, [13]

where rCO2
= nCO2

/(nCO + nCH4
) + nCO2

is the molar fraction of CO2 in
the melt exsolved as CO2. We also calculate H2, CO, and CH4 degassing into
the atmosphere at each time step using the same approach but substituting in
rH2, rCO, and rCH4 as appropriate. After degassing, these species are oxidized
by atmospheric O2 (if present) to form H2O and CO2. If there are fewer moles of
atmospheric O2 in the atmosphere than would be needed to fully oxidize CO and
CH4, we assume that all the CO and CH4 remaining after the O2 are consumed
stay in the atmosphere. This approach maximizes the likelihood of a model
run matching both the modern O2 and CO constraints on Venus’s atmosphere
because it both maximizes O2 loss through this sink as well as maximizing
oxidation of CO and CH4 to CO2.

The column mass of CO2 in the atmosphere at the end of the habitable
era is varied between 0% and 90% of Venus’s present atmospheric CO2. This
accounts for any CO2 either present in the atmosphere during the habitable
era or added at the end of the habitable era through thermal decomposition of
habitable era carbonates. We do not consider the 100% case because without
volcanism, the sole O2 sink on Venus is nonthermal escape, which has been
quantified in existing studies (21). The remaining CO2 is volcanically outgassed
after the habitable era. The outgassing rate depends on initial conditions, model
start time (end of the habitable era) and prescribed cCO2

. We start each run by
calculating ztot , i.e., the total thickness of a global layer of lava needed to degas
sufficient C species for Venus’s modern atmosphere to have 90 bar CO2:

ztot =
fvolc

cCO2
ρmelt

MCO2 ,f . [14]

The evolution of Venus’s eruption rate is unknown, but the present-day eruption
rate has been estimated at żV = 0.1 − 0.2 km3 y−1 (82), and the total CO2
concentration-dependent erupted thickness (ztot ) is set by the need to outgas
enough C-bearing atmospheric species for Venus’s modern atmosphere to have
90 bar of CO2 minus any CO2 present in the atmosphere at the model start
time. Although models of Venus’s crustal production based on different possible
tectonic regimes exist (42, 83), the exact crustal production history is not known.
The crater retention age of Venus’s surface is young, suggesting that the planet
has been resurfaced geologically recently (51, 52). However, the mechanism
for resurfacing is debated. One hypothesis is a catastrophic resurfacing event
0.3 to 1 Gyr ago (53), for example, by episodic subduction with complete
renewal of Venus’s lithosphere every few hundred million years (42, 84), but
an alternative is equilibrium resurfacing by continuous volcanism (54), which is
also supported by evidence for ongoing volcanism (85). In our model, we use a
highly simplified crustal production history for Venus that assumes continuous
volcanism decreasing exponentially over time throughout Venus’s history. This
is similar to the pattern of melt production for full parameterized convection
models of Venus (12). The total erupted volume is set by average melt CO2
concentration and the proportion of CO2 in Venus’s atmosphere that is sourced
from post-habitable era volcanism. We parameterize the eruption rate as an
exponential (SI Appendix, Fig. S2):

żerupt = a exp (−bt), [15]
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where t is time since the end of the habitable period,b, is the e-folding timescale
of volcanism in Gyr, and a is a constant:

a =
(żV/fext) + b ztot

1− e−b ter
, [16]

where żV is the present-day crustal production rate, fext is the extrusive
volcanism fraction, and ter is either the end of the habitable era in model
time (i.e., 4.5− tstart ) or the model time at which the surface temperature drops
below the basalt solidus in runs that begin with an RGH. We assume a modern
crustal production rate of 0.1 km3 y−1 (82, 86, 87). We vary fext from 0.1 to 1
because some of Venus’s volcanism must be extrusive to account for the young
crater retention age of Venus’s surface, and extending to fext = 1 captures both
Earth-like extrusive:intrusive volcanism ratios at fext = 0.3 and 0.5 (88) and
extreme heat-pipe tectonics at fext = 1 (89). All times are in Gyr. b and żV are
the most uncertain parameters in this equation as Venus’s crustal production
history and present extrusive volcanism fraction are poorly constrained.

D. Oxidation of Basalt. O2 left behind by H escape from the atmosphere may
be removed by oxidation of basalt (24):

2FeO + 0.5O2 → Fe2O3. [17]

The FeO concentrations at the Venera 13 and 14 landing sites are 9.3 ±
2.2 wt% and 8.8 ± 1.8 wt%, respectively (59), with bulk compositions at the
Venera 14 and Vega 2 landing sites similar to terrestrial Mid Ocean Ridge
Basalts (MORB) (81). The typical FeO concentration in MOR basalts on the Earth
is between 7 and 12 wt% (90). We assume that erupted lava on Venus contains
an average of 10 wt% FeO, such that 0.1 kg of FeO are emplaced on Venus’
surface for each 1 kg of lava. We follow ref. 21 and assume that 1% of lava
erupted on Venus is oxidized (SI Appendix, Oxygen Loss Model), corresponding
to the top 1 cm of a 1-m thick flow. We also assume that lava cannot continue to
be oxidized past the timestep when it is produced because it will be buried by
subsequent lava flows and diffusion in solid basalt is too slow for buried basalt
to remain in contact with atmospheric O2. The mass of O2 removed from the
atmosphere in a given timestep (ṀO2 ,ox) is

ṀO2,ox = MO2,atm − 0.01mO2
0.25ρcFeOfexzerupt(t)

mFeO
, [18]

where mO2 and mFeO are the molecular masses of O2 and FeO, respectively,
and cFeO is the typical concentration of FeO in basalt in wt%. The factor of 0.25
accounts for the stoichiometry of Eq. 17. MO2,atm is not allowed to fall below 0.

Volcanism on Venus may not always have been dominated by lava flows.
Basaltic eruptions on Earth can be explosive, producing large volumes of
ash and scoria (91). We include a procedure for calculating whether or not
explosive volcanism is occurring at a given timestep and for calculating the
corresponding O2 sink of the ash and scoria produced (SI Appendix, Oxygen
Loss Model). When explosive volcanism is active, we assume that all FeO in
basaltic material can be oxidized based on the short oxidation timescales of
sub-cm fragments in experiments even under modern Venus conditions (92).

E. Radiogenic Ar Degassing Model. Following previous work (27, 28), we
model the evolution of Venus’s mantle, crust, and atmosphere 40K and 40Ar
inventories forward in time starting from the end of a hypothetical habitable
era (SI Appendix, Radiogenic Ar Degassing Model for details). Our models
begin with mantle 40K concentrations set by the decay of 40K from Venus
formation to the end of the habitable era and with some fraction of the
resulting radiogenic 40Ar (fpre ranging from 0 to 1) in the atmosphere.

40Ar degassing occurs as a result of crustal production. New crust is produced
by melting of the mantle at the crustal production rate set by the parameters tend ,
fvolc , fext , and cCO2

in our Oxygen Loss Model. We also consider an additional
four parameters: crustal thickness, average melt fraction, and Venus’s primordial
mantle U concentration and K/U ratio (SI Appendix, Table S2) (27, 28). During
partial melting, 40K and 40Ar preferentially partition into the melt, enriching
the melt in these species. We assume that 40Ar partitioned into the melt is
released instantaneously into the atmosphere (28) and the 40K enters the crust.
The 40K in the newly erupted crust decays over time to produce more 40Ar
that we assume diffuses rapidly to the atmosphere (28). To calculate this 40Ar
release at each timestep, we find the 40K decay integrated across the entire
depth of the crust, which we assume has a fixed thickness. We track the 40K
concentration throughout the crust at depth intervals of 1 m and consider cases
both with and without recycling of 40K back into the mantle (SIAppendix, Fig. S5).

Example 40Ar degassing runs for a range of crustal production histories
are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S3. Model runs with final atmospheric 40Ar
inventories that match Venus’s modern atmospheric composition are marked as
successful. We then find the proportion of successful Ar degassing runs overall
and for each unique combination of tend , fvolc , fext , and cCO2

. We multiply these
by our oxygen loss model success rates to find the overall proportion of runs
that can successfully match Venus’s modern atmospheric composition (Fig. 5).

F. Water Recycling During the Habitable Era. To determine the conditions
under which hydrated crust can be recycled into the mantle during a hypothetical
habitable era, we calculate 1-D steady state geotherms for lithosphere of a fixed
thickness zlith and with a fixed downward advection velocity v equal to the
crustal production rate. We assume a heat pipe-style regime where new crust
is produced through extrusive volcanism, leading to burial of older crust, and
the eventual recycling of material from the base of the lithosphere into the
underlying convecting mantle (42). The resulting geotherm (38, 39) is compared
to phase boundaries for eclogite formation (40) and serpentinite dehydration
(41). If eclogite formation is enabled first, then hydrated crust is recycled into
the mantle (SI Appendix, Habitable Era Water Recycling Model for details).

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. All of the code for this paper,
including instructions to reproduce all figures, can be found on GitHub at
https://github.com/aowarren/Venus_O2. Data from completed model runs can
beobtainedviaZenodoathttps://zenodo.org/record/7416204#.Y5UVEXbMK3A.
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Supporting Information Text13

Oxygen loss model14

Crustal production upper limit. For an Earth-like internal heating rate and a 500 K temperature drop between the melting15

region and the surface the maximum crustal production rate is ∼175 km3 yr−1(1). Volcanism at this rate over 4 Gyr would16

produce ∼1500 km of crust (not accounting for changing heating rate over time or mantle cooling), implying substantial crustal17

recycling, and eruption of 80% of Venus’ mantle. For a melt fraction of 15%, at the upper end of terrestrial Mid Ocean Ridge18

melting, this crustal production rate would imply melt processing of Venus’ mantle volume 5 times. Crustal recycling may aid19

Venus in retaining its water (2). Parameterized stagnant lid convection models constrained by 40Ar measurements suggest20

total crustal production of a global layer <65 km, and melt processing of up to 1.2 Venus mantle volumes (3). However, 2D21

simulations (1) of Venus’ thermal evolution including episodic lid convection are able to produce up to 1.2 mantle volumes of22

crust over Venus’ lifetime (implying crustal recycling).23

Oxidation of lava flows. Experimental work on oxidising basaltic lava flows (4–6) suggests that exposed olivine, pyroxene, and24

basaltic glasses should oxidise under present-day Venus conditions within weeks to months, and pyroxene on timescales of25

weeks to decades, or even faster. However, these timescales apply only to materials exposed directly to the atmosphere. The26

formation of a surface coating of oxidized minerals may prevent thick oxidation rinds from forming in Venus basalts (4). To27

model oxidation of Venusian lava flows, we assume that basaltic lava flows on Venus have a typical thickness of ∼1 m (7),28

resembling terrestrial lavas. The depth of oxidation is controlled by the diffusivity of cations and oxygen in basalt (8). These29

diffusivities are much higher in melts than in solid basalt (8–10). Eruption rates on present day Venus are estimated to be of30

order 0.1 − 0.2 km3 yr−1. Taking an average lava flow thickness of 1 m, this corresponds to 1 m of lava being erupted every31

∼ 4 Myr. Even under present-day Venus surface temperatures, lavas are expected to chill crusts 4 m thick in 2 months (7).32

Using the approximation:33

∆z ≈
√

D∆t [1]34

thermal diffusivity in the lava flow is 10−2 cm2 s−1, 4 orders of magnitude greater than the diffusivity of oxygen in basaltic35

melts (D ≈ 10−6 cm2 s−1) (9, 10), suggesting that oxidation of lava before solidification is limited to <1 mm. However, slower36

oxidation of solidified lava flows may still proceed, slowing down as the lava flow cools. For a lava flow exposed to the surface37

at 700 K for 40,000 years (1 timestep), the diffusive length scale is ∼ 0.1 cm. Also taking into account a) faster diffusion38

while the lava flow is still hot, and b) surface undulations and cooling cracks that increase the surface area in contact with the39

atmosphere.40

Runaway Greenhouse Surface Temperature. We find surface temperature at each timestep, given the incoming solar flux41

relative to Earth’s insolation (Seff ) and partial pressure of H2O in the atmosphere in bars (pH2O), using a curve fit to existing42

numerical results (11):43

log10 (Tsurf (x, y, z)) = c1 + c2x + c3y + c4z + c5x2 + c6xy + c8z2 + c9y3 + c10z3

where:44

x = (log10 (PH2O) − k1) /k2

y = (log10 (g) − k3) /k4

z = (log10 (Seff ) − k5) /k6

Coefficient values for c1−10 and k1−6 are given in Table S1.45

Drag of heavy species during H escape. If H escape to space is sufficiently rapid, the H can drag heavier species (such as O)46

along with it (12). To determine whether this process is active at a given timestep in our model, we calculate the critical mass47

(mc) of the heaviest molecule escaping H can drag along with it in a background atmosphere of mass matm (12):48

mc = XH + q2Xatm

XH + qXatm
mH + kT ṀH,ref

mHbg (XH + qXatm) [2]49

where q = matm/mH . In our model runs, we only see mc ≥ mO at the very beginning of models with > 700 m GEL50

H2O with hypothetical habitable eras ending at 4 Ga and fvolc ≥ 0.9, i.e. H escape is not limited by diffusion through the51

background CO2 atmosphere. Under these conditions there is more than an order of magnitude more O in the background52

atmosphere than CO2, and we approximate the atmosphere as a mixture of H and O only to find the resulting H and O escape53

rates (12):54

ṀO,esc = ηq

1 + ηq
ṀH,ref [3]55
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ṀH,esc = 1
1 + ηq

ṀH,ref [4]56

where:57

η = Y − 1
Y XH/XO + q

[5]58

Y = kT ṀH,ref

(q − 1)bgXHm2
H

[6]59

Explosive Volcanism. Although high atmospheric pressure disfavors explosive volcanism on Venus today, dissolved magmatic60

volatiles drive explosive volcanism at pressures greater than Venus’ atmospheric pressure in subaqueous envrionments, such61

as MORs (13, 14). Several authors report observations of evidence for explosive volcanism on Venus, invoking volatile62

concentrations of order 1-3 wt% CO2, SO2 and H2O (15, 16). However, CO2 as the primary magmatic volatile phase is63

unlikely to drive explosive volcanism on present day Venus because concentrations above 6.5 wt% would be required (17).64

The conditions required for explosive volcanism are sensitive not only to atmospheric pressure but also to melt ascent rates,65

magma temperatures, melt viscosity, and vent geometry (17, 18). We choose to implement the simplest possible threshold for66

the effusive-explosive transition, allowing explosive volcanism to occur when the volume fraction of gas (Fgas) exceeds ∼75%67

(19, 20). We find the volume of gas per m3 melt delivered to the surface (Vgas) using the ideal gas law:68

Vgas = ndegasRTmelt

Patm
[7]69

where ndegas is the number of moles of degassed CO2 and H2O. The corresponding volume fraction of gas is:70

Fgas = Vgas

Vgas + 1 [8]71

For Fgas ≥ 0.75, the mass of O2 removed from the atmosphere in a given timestep (ṀO2,ox) is:72

ṀO2,ox = MO2,atm − mO2
0.25ρcFeOfexzerupt(t)

mFeO
[9]73

Radiogenic Ar Degassing Model74

The initial concentration of 40K in Venus’ mantle is given by (3, 21):75

[40K(0)] = r(40K/K)r(K/U)c(U,M) exp (λtott) [10]76

where r(K/U) is the ratio of K to U for Venus’ crust as measured by spacecraft (21), r(40K/K) = 1.165 × 10−4 is the present77

40K/K ratio (21), c(U,M) is the primordial mantle U concentration based on values calculated for the Earth (SI Appendix:78

Table S2) (3), where t is present time after Venus’ formation (4.5 Gyr), and λtot is the decay constant for 40K:79

λtot = λAr + λCa [11]80

Where λAr = 0.0581 Gyr−1 and λCa = 0.4962 Gyr−1 are the decay constants for decay of 40K to 40Ar and 40Ca respectively81

(21). Our models begin at the end of a hypothetical habitable era. We calculate the starting mantle 40K concentration:82 [40K(t0)
]

=
[40K(0)

]
exp (−λtot(4.5 − t0)) [12]83

starting mantle 40Ar concentration:84 [40ArM (t0)
]

= (1 − fpre)
[40K(0)

]
(1 − exp (−λtot(4.5 − t0))) [13]85

and starting atmospheric 40Ar abundance:86

40Ar(t0)a = fpreVM ρM

[40K(0)
]

(1 − exp (−λtot(4.5 − t0))) [14]87

where fpre is the fraction of radiogenic 40Ar degassed prior to the end of the habitable era, ρM = 3550 kg m−3 is the density88

of the mantle (22), and VM is the mantle volume, taking Venus’ core radius to be 3110 km (23).89

Next, we evolve the mantle and atmosphere 40K and 40Ar inventories forwards in time (SI Appendix: Fig S4) until the present90

day based on the parameters in each of our O2 loss models, calculating the crustal production rate using Equations ??-??. We91

assume that crustal thickness does not evolve over time, and instead consider a range of fixed thicknesses.92

The concentration of 40K in Venus’ mantle at each new timestep (
[40K

]
M,i+1

) is given by:93
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[40K
]

M,i+1
=

[40K
]

M,i
−

[40K
]

M,i
exp(−∆tλK)

− Vnew,i ρc

VM ρM

[40K
]

m,i

+ Vrec,i ρc

VM ρM

∫ Dc

Dc+zrec

[40K(z)
]

c,i
dz

[15]94

where ρc = 2800 kg m−3 is the density of the crust, and Dc is the crustal thickness. Vnew,i = znewAV enus is the volume of95

new crust produced in one timestep.96

Vrec is the volume of crust recycled back into the mantle at a given timestep, which is given by the difference between97

the total crustal thickness at timestep i and the fixed maximum crustal thickness, Dc. We track the concentration of 40K98

throughout the crust with depth in 1 m intervals to calculate the amount of 40K recycled back into Venus’ mantle over time.99

We also consider a case in which recycled crust is not remixed into the mantle, and instead sinks into a separate mantle100

reservoir, in which case we set the final term of Equation 15 to 0. This depletes the melting mantle of 40K over time, and101

permits a wider range of crustal production histories for Venus that can still fall within or below the measured range for Venus’102

atmospheric 40Ar abundance.103

New crust is produced by partial melting of the mantle. This sets the initial 40K concentration of the crust. We consider104

melt fractions of Φ = 0.025 and 0.05 (SI Appendix: Table S2) (3). During partial melting, 40K and 40Ar preferentially partition105

into the melt, enriching the melt in these species. The concentration of 40K in new crust (which is also the concentration of106
40K in mantle melts) formed through fractional melting of the mantle is:107

[K]c,i = [K]m,i = [K]M,i

1
ϕ

[
1 − (1 − ϕ)1/DK

]
[16]108

where DK is the partition coefficient of K in the melt, which is very small (24), so we make the approximation (1 − ϕ)1/D ≈ 0109

(3, 21). In our model, we assume that 40Ar in the melt is released instantaneously to the atmosphere (3). The mass of 40Ar110

released to the atmosphere at each timestep by partial melting and crustal production is:111

40ArM→a,i = Vnew,iρc [Ar]M
1
ϕ

[
1 − (1 − ϕ)1/DAr

]
[17]112

where DAr is the partition coefficient of Ar in the melt, approximated in the same way as for 40K (3, 21).The concentration113

of 40K in the crust at each timestep is given by:114 [40K(z)
]

c,i
=

[40K
]

c,i
−

[40K
]

c,i
exp(−∆tλK) [18]115

The corresponding release of 40Ar to the atmosphere by 40K decay in the crust and rapid diffusion of 40Ar to the surface (3)116

is given by:117

40Arc→a,i = ρcAV enus
λAr

λK
exp(−∆tλK)

∫ 0

Dc

[40K(z)
]

c,i+1
dz [19]118

Therefore, the total 40Ar in the atmosphere at each timestep is:119

40Ara,i+1 =40 Ara,i +40 Arc→a +40 ArM→a,i [20]120

Habitable Era Water Recycling Model121

We assume Venus produced enough crust to degas 80 bar of CO2 prior to the end of the habitable era to maximize the potential122

for extensive recycling of hydrated crust into the mantle by increasing the rate of crustal burial. Heat transport in a stagnant123

lid regime with downwards advection of crust caused by continuous resurfacing by lava flows with diffusion of heat and internal124

radiogenic heat production, can be expressed as (25, 26):125

α
∂2T

∂z2 = v
∂T

∂z
+ H

ρcp
[21]126

where α = k
ρcp

is the diffusion coefficient, k is conductivity, ρ is density, and cp is specific heat capacity, and H is internal127

heat production by decay of radioactive elements. The steady state solution is (26):128

T (z) = zlith

v

H

ρcp
+ c1

α

v
exp vzlith

α
+ c2 [22]129

where c1 and c2 are constants:130

c1 = v

α

(
∆T − ρcpHzlith

v

)
exp

(
vzlith

α

)
− 1

[23]131
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c2 = Ts − c1
α

v
[24]132

where ∆T = T (zlith) − T (0).133

The advection velocity v depends on the timing of the end of the habitable era (t0 from our O2 loss model), the proportion134

of Venus’ modern CO2 degassed prior to the end of the habitable era (1 − fvolc), and melt CO2 concentration. We assume that135

the eruption rate (and therefore v) is constant over the period 4.4 Ga to t0, such that:136

v = 1
3.15 × 1016 (4.4 − t0)

(1 − fvolc)
cCO2 ρmelt

MCO2,f [25]137

where the factor of 3.15 × 1016 converts from Gyrs to seconds.138

We compare our calculated geotherms to the phase boundaries for serpentinite dehydration and eclogite formation (27, 28)139

(SI Appendix, Fig S5) to find combinations of lithosphere thickness and volumentric heat production rate that permit eclogite140

to form before serpentinite dehydration occurs. When the temperature-pressure profile crosses into the serpentinite dehydration141

field first, we assume that water returns to the surface or shallower depths in the crust, as suggested by the upward migration142

of water released by serpentinization during subduction on Earth. Additionally, we omit all geotherms where temperatures143

exceed 1573 K at depths shallower than zlith, as the base of the lithosphere is defined by this temperature in our model. We144

find that eclogite forms before dehydration occurs when v and zlith are large, and H is small (SI Appendix, Fig S5).145

Eclogite formation before dehydration provides a mechanism for recycling of H2O into the mantle. We consider the146

implications of removal of water to the mantle on the evolution of the total surface water inventory of a hypothetical habitable147

era.148

We initiate our models with an initial surface water inventory h0 of up to 4000 m GEL, at the beginning of a hypothetical149

habitable era. At each timestep, we calculate the water removed from the surface inventory, and the water added by volcanic150

degassing. We assume that any hydrated crust is removed due to burial by new lava being erupted at the surface, so the151

crust moves downward at the advection velocity v (Equation 25). We use the same volcanic degassing procedure as for our152

initial O2 loss models (Main Text Methods: C. Degassing), and the same range of melt H2O concentrations (Main Text Table153

1). However, we fix atmospheric pressure to <10 bar, based on climate models (29), rather than tracking accumulation of154

atmospheric CO2 as climate models for early Venus indicate that low atmospheric pressures are required to sustain surface155

liquid water (30). The total GEL of water present at each timestep i is then:156

hi = hi−1

− 1
ρw

∆tfhydAhfextvρc

+ 1
ρw

∆tfextvρc (cH2O − sH2O)

[26]157

where ρw = 1000 kg m−3 is the density of water, ρc = 2800 kg m−3 is the density of the crust, fhyd is the mass fraction of158

water in hydrated crust (up to 3 wt% (31)), Ah is the fraction of Venus’ surface area submerged by the existing surface water159

inventory, and sH2O is the solubility of water in the crust-producing melt as calculated using VolcGasses. To obtain Ah, we use160

modern Venus hypsometry (32) to calculate the global equivalent layer of water that can be stored beneath any given elevation161

on Venus, and the cumulative area of Venus’ surface beneath each elevation. We then interpolate to find the cumulative area of162

Venus’ surface submerged at each timestep in our model.163
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Fig. S1. Timing of the end of a hypothetical habitable era is an important parameter for determining whether the habitable era can be reconciled with modern Venus’ low
atmospheric O2. Time evolution of column masses of H2O, H2, O2, CO2, CO, and CH4 for two post habitable era evolutions, each with a 300 m GEL water inventory, average
melt H2O 0.001 wt%, average melt CO2 500 ppm, extrusive volcanism fraction fext =1.0, fraction of Venus’ modern CO2 volcanically degassed since the end of a hypothetical
habitable era fvolc = 1.0, and melt oxygen fugacity log fO2 = FMQ-1 in our baseline model (no runaway greenhouse surface melting). The solid line shows that a short-lived
habitable era ending at 4.0 Ga can be reconciled with Venus’ modern atmospheric O2 (solid lines), whereas a habitable era ending at 3.0 Ga cannot (dashed line).
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Fig. S2. Magmatism rates (including both intrusive and extrusive volcanism) as a function of time in our model for end habitable era times t0 = 4.0, 3.0, and 1.5 Ga (dark
blue, blue, and green) and average melt CO2 = 300, 500, 1000, and 2000 ppm (solid, dashed, dashed-dotted, dotted) with fvolc = 1.0. There is no eruption rate line for
t0 = 1.5 Ga and CO2 = 300 ppm because this would lead to a total erupted volume requiring processing of more than 1.2× Venus’ mantle volume in 1.5 Ga in order to degas
the full 90 bar of CO2 in Venus’ modern atmosphere. The eruption rates shown in these curves will be lower for smaller values of fvolc as less of the total CO2 in Venus’
modern atmosphere is derived from volcanic degassing in these cases.
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Fig. S3. Example atmospheric 40Ar accumulation for a range of crustal production rates, set by melt CO2 concentrations (as in Fig S2 and Equations 13-16 in the Main Text).
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Fig. S4. Schematic illustration of our 40Ar degassing model based on: (3, 21).
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Fig. S5. Summary of 40Ar degassing model results shown as the percentage of 40Ar evolution models (e.g. Fig S3) that contribute less than 1.61 ± 0.54 × 1016 kg 40Ar (21)
to Venus’ atmosphere over the course of Venus’ post-habitable era evolution. The most favorable parameters for successful Ar degassing model runs are anticorrelated with
parameters that reconcile a hypothetical early habitable era with Venus’ modern atmospheric O2. 40Ar degassing models where 40K crust is not re-mixed into the mantle after
recycling at the base of the crust permit a wider range of parameter space to be compatible with modern 40Ar in Venus’ atmosphere. Blue circles correspond to results of
57,000 models where material recycled from the base of the crust is mixed uniformly throughout the mantle. Black circles correspond to results of 57,000 models where
recycled crust becomes part of a separate mantle reservoir and does not alter the 40K concentration of the mantle from which new crust is derived. fpre is the fraction of
mantle 40Ar produced from the formation of Venus until the end of the hypothetical habitable era that is assumed to have already degassed and remained in the atmosphere.
Melt CO2 concentration, fraction of Venus’ present day atmosphere contributed by post-habitable era volcanic degassing (fvolc), and extrusive volcanism fraction (fext) have
the same values as in the O2 loss models. Table S2 lists all model variables and their values.
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Fig. S6. Steady-state pressure-temperature profiles for Venus lithosphere with a constant advection velocity of v = 400 km Gyr−1 (to degas a total of 90 bar CO2 over
the course of a 0.5 Gyr hypothetical habitable era on Venus). Colors indicate different lithospheric thicknesses ranging from zlith = 25-200 km, and solid, dash-dotted,
dashed, and dotted lines indicate crustal internal heat production rates from H = 0-5 µWm−3. The blue and green lines show phase boundaries corresponding to serpentinite
dehydration (27) and eclogite formation (28). We assume that all pressure-temperature profiles that cross into the eclogite formation field before the serpentinite dehydration
field are able to recycle hydrated lithosphere into the mantle through entrainment of dense eclogite into the convecting mantle (1).
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Fig. S7. Example evolutions of habitable era water inventory in km GEL for a habitable era starting with 4000 m water on the surface, with a constant atmospheric CO2
pressure of 1 bar, for a range of H2O mass fractions in hydrated crust (a & d. 0.5 wt%; b & e. 1 wt%; c & f. 3 wt%) and melt CO2 concentrations (a,b, & c. 300 ppm; d, e & f.
1000 ppm). Dashed lines indicate upper limits on end-habitable-era surface water inventory from O2 loss and 40Ar degassing models (500 m–black dashed, 1000 m–black
dotted for very reduced melt oxygen fugacities). The final size of the surface liquid water inventory must fall below these lines by the end of the habitable era at 4.0 Ga to be
consistent with Venus’ modern atmospheric composition.
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Fig. S8. Although the final surface water inventory at the end of the habitable era must be less than 500 m GEL (or 1000 m GEL for a very reducing melt oxygen fugacity),
recycling of water into the mantle during the habitable era can lead to an average surface water inventory larger than these upper limits. Example runs that meet these
conditions are shown by the circled points A (Panel a.) and A’ (Panel b.), B (Panel a.) and B’ (Panel b.), C (Panel a.) and C’ (Panel b.). a. Final size of the habitable era water
inventory after evolution of the surface water inventory in km GEL. Horizontal dashed line indicates upper limit on end-habitable-era surface water inventory from O2 loss and
40Ar models. The final size of the surface liquid water inventory must fall below these lines to be consistent with Venus’ modern atmospheric composition based on our O2 loss
model. b. Time-averaged size of the habitable era water inventory during the same habitable era. Horizontal black line is the same as for a., but the average water inventory
does not need to fall beneath these lines to be consistent with oxygen and 40Ar in Venus’ modern atmosphere.
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Fig. S9. Example sensitivity tests with values of binary diffusion coefficient of hydrogen through the background atmosphere (bH ) 30% lower (0.7bH , blue) and 30% higher
(1.3bH , red) than our baseline model (black, shown in d, e, and f). Colors are transparent and curves appear purple where 0.7bH , baseline bH , and 1.3bH results overlap.
We set 500m GEL end habitable era water inventory, 500 ppm melt CO2, 0.5 wt% melt H2O, fext = 0.3, log fO2 =FMQ-3, and a fvolc = ranging from 0.1 to 0.9
(indicated by solid, dotted, and dashed lines). a-c show the percent difference in the atmospheric concentration of O2, H2O, and CO relative to the baseline bH used in our
O2 loss model. CO curves are absent where the atmospheric CO concentration in the baseline model is 0. Initial, short-lived spikes in CO concentration are due to CO
degassing prior to O2 accumulation due to H escape to space. d-f show the atmospheric concentration of each species in the model divided by the maximum atmospheric
concentration as constrained by modern Venus measurements. The horizontal dashed black line indicates where atmospheric concentration exactly matches the relevant
modern constraint–curves that end below this line are deemed "successful" in our model. ±30% variations in bH do not affect whether a given model run is successful for any
parameter combination.
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Fig. S10. Example sensitivity tests with values of Tatm = 170 K and 215 K compared with our baseline model that uses Tatm = 215 K (black, shown in d, e, and f).
Colors are transparent and curves appear purple where 170 K, baseline, and 215 K results overlap. We set 500m GEL end habitable era water inventory, 500 ppm melt CO2,
0.5 wt% melt H2O, fext = 0.3, log fO2 =FMQ-3, and a fvolc = ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 (indicated by solid, dotted, dashed lines, and dashed-dotted lines). a-c show the
percent difference in the atmospheric concentration of O2, H2O, and CO relative to the baseline bH used in our O2 loss model. CO curves are absent where the atmospheric
CO concentration in the baseline model is 0. Initial, short-lived spikes in CO concentration are due to CO degassing prior to O2 accumulation due to H escape to space.
d-f show the atmospheric concentration of each species in the model divided by the maximum atmospheric concentration as constrained by modern Venus measurements.
The horizontal dashed black line indicates where atmospheric concentration exactly matches the relevant modern constraint–curves that end below this line are deemed
"successful" in our model. These variations in Tatm do not affect whether a given model run is successful for any parameter combination.
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Table S1. Coefficient values used in calculation of surface temperature as a function of effective stellar luminosity and partial pressure of water
in the atmosphere (11).

Coefficient Value Coefficient Value

c1 3.401 k1 2.668
c2 1.501 ×10−1 k2 1.019
c3 -3.401 ×10−2 k3 1.099
c4 4.702 ×10−2 k4 0.4683
c5 -4.911 ×10−3 k5 0.7664
c6 8.519 ×10−1 k6 0.4224
c7 -1.467 ×10−2

c8 -7.091 ×10−3

c9 -7.627 ×10−3

c10 8.348 ×10−3
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Table S2. Parameter values used in 40Ar degassing model.

Symbol Description Values Units

t0 End of habitable era (as in Table 1) 4, 3, 1.5 Ga

zcrust Crust thickness 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 km

ϕ Mantle melt fraction for crust production 0.025, 0.05

cCO2 Melt CO2 concentration (as in Table 1) 300, 500, 1000, 2000 ppm

fpre Fraction of radiogenic 40Ar degassed before end of habitable era 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1

fvolc Fraction of present day atmospheric CO2 degassed since end of habitable era (as in Table 1) 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 1

fext Extrusive volcanism fraction (as in Table 1) 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1

cU,M Primordial mantle U concentration 13, 17, 21 (3, 21) ppb

rK/U K/U ratio 7200 (21), 13800 (33)
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